This annotated bibliography of selected sources introduces the novice genealogy researcher to the basic tools of this intriguing and popular pastime. With a focus on sources from and about Ireland, the bibliography presents print and electronic sources that will assist in researching family history as well as offer reviews of recent electronic developments that track and record genealogical research. Types of sources include: (1) Guides and Handbooks (14 items); (2) Dictionaries (3 items); (3) Atlas (1 item); (4) Directories (4 items); (5) Indexes (4 items); (6) Names (3 items); (7) Bibliographies (2 items); (8) Societies (2 items); (9) Electronic Genealogy (4 items); and (10) Web Sites (2 items). (EH)
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What son or daughter or Ireland hasn't wondered what county or village their ancestors dwelled in? Who made that baptism gown or why do I have this innate desire to tinker? Is Aunt Moira right when she kids that I look just like her great-great-grandmother Ellen O'Hara in that old photograph?

This bibliography of selected sources will introduce the novice genealogy researcher to basic tools of this most intriguing and popular pastime. With a focus on sources from and about Ireland, the bibliography presents print and electronic sources that will assist in researching family history as well offering reviews of recent electronic developments that track and record genealogical research.

GUIDES AND HANDBOOKS


This is considered one of the top notch sources for Irish Genealogy! Baxter forewarns that his guide starts "over the Water" and that any genealogical search must begin with the searcher. This book includes the basics- starting the family tree, searching records and finally, preparing a family history. For Irish records he is clear to inform the reader of the difficult nature their search will take, due to a major fire in 1922. Written in familiar tones, this book is a must have. It includes country bibliographies and is indexed.


An excellent handbook that indexes hundreds of passenger lists that exist for all major Atlantic ports, as well as some Gulf and Pacific ports. The lists are in microfilm located at the National Archives. Important to note: indexing is by ship, so a"y knowledge of ship names or dates of arrival will be helpful. Includes bibliography with citation to national groups including the Irish.


Written by a librarian/genealogist, the focus of this intermediate level how-to sourcebook is on resources. Included are sources for records of immigration and naturalization, federal and state censuses, and genealogy booksellers, societies, and periodicals.

Croom's original guide offers how-to suggestions for getting organized in your first genealogical search. This is an easy read and one that will lead you through the process in an instructional manner.


While a bit dated, this piece is considered a gem for both beginners and experts alike. There are 700+ pages of useful information with how-to's to aid in the use of the many indexes, tables and bibliographies.


In an easy to use format, this book presents data on each of the fifty states. Organized in three sections, the first deals with information regarding a wide variety of records and sources. The second, a map of counties in each state, and the third a directory of addresses for each of the counties including coverage dates for records kept.


Considered by some to the best single reference text for beginning genealogists, this book will introduce the novice to techniques for locating and analyzing genealogical records. Includes examples of search strategies as well as how to search actual records.


Grenham, a professional Irish genealogist from the Genealogical Office in Dublin, has written a book suitable for the beginner or the experienced researcher. It is divided in three parts and offers major sources, Narrower Sources, and a reference guide. A final listing of societies, repositories, and research services in Ireland is very useful.


This is a collection of forms and instructions for obtaining certified documents relating to birth, death, marriage, divorce or adoption in the United States and 225 other countries. These are exact copies and include information on required
FILING FEES, AND ADDRESSES FOR SENDING THEM OFF. A MOST USEFUL AND MUCH NEEDED SOURCE.

PROVIDING THE NAMES OF OVER 3,500 SOURCES FOR OBITUARY INFORMATION, THIS GUIDE INCLUDES THE UNITED STATES, UNITED KINGDOM, AND OTHER INTERNATIONAL SOURCES. INDEXED BY NAME OF COUNTIES AND TOWNS AS WELL AS BY SERIAL TITLE.

LESTER, DEEGEE. COMP. IRISH RESEARCH A GUIDE TO COLLECTIONS IN NORTH AMERICA, IRELAND AND GREAT BRITAIN. NEW YORK: GREENWOOD PRESS, 1987.
THIS COMPILATION PROVIDES ACCESS TO MATERIALS THAT COVER A WIDE VARIETY OF AREAS IN IRISH RESEARCH, INCLUDING SOURCES REGULARLY USED BY GENEALOGISTS. ORGANIZED GEOGRAPHICALLY BY STATE, COUNTY AND CITY, ENTRIES ARE ALPHABETIZED BY REPOSITORY. THOROUGHLY CROSS REFERENCED AND INDEXED, EACH ENTRY INCLUDES PURPOSE OF THE ORGANIZATION, RESOURCES AVAILABLE, SPECIAL COLLECTIONS AND SERVICES, AS WELL AS RULES AND FEES OF THE REPOSITORY.

BASED ON THE PRIMARY VALUATION OF IRELAND, (1848-1864), THIS WORK IDENTIFIES MANY OF THE CHURCHES AND CEMETERIES IN IRELAND. ARRANGED ALPHABETICALLY BY COUNTY AND PARISH, EACH CHURCH OR CEMETERY IS LOCATED EXACTLY BY ORDNANCE SURVEY MAP NUMBER AND THE RELIGIOUS DENOMINATION. THIS IS A COMPANION TO MITCHELL’S 1986, NEW GENEALOGICAL ATLAS OF IRELAND.

READERS ARE GUIDED THROUGH THE RESOURCES AVAILABLE AT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS: CATALOGS, INDEXES, BIBLIOGRAPHIES AND MAJOR FINDING AIDS FOR STATE, GEOGRAPHICAL, IMMIGRATION AND ETHNIC RECORDS ARE LISTED. LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CALL NUMBERS ACCOMPANY EACH TITLE LISTED ALLOWING RESEARCHERS TO FOCUS ON THEIR INTERESTS.

THIS BOOK EXPLAINS BASIC METHODOLOGY AND PROVIDES ADVICE ON EVALUATING SOURCES AND TOOLS. THERE IS AN EMPHASIS ON FAMILY HISTORY AND ETHNIC ORIGINS WITH DISCUSSION OF UNDERSTANDING HOW ANCESTORS INFLUENCE CONTEMPORARY LIFE. WRIGHT INCLUDES A THOROUGH INDEX AND THE BIBLIOGRAPHY IS SOLID AND UP TO DATE.
DICTIONARIES


A revised edition of Boylan's 1978 work, this dictionary covers 1300 names and is thoroughly researched. Entries include names, birth and death dates, and a brief (2-3 column inches) overview, giving important facts and events of the person's life and occasionally a quotation by the person.


This dictionary covers many terms that over the course of history have disappeared from common usage. The brief but complete definitions are a great help to researchers and are equally interesting to the layman. The author includes see references and alternate spellings.


A scholarly source that is thoroughly researched, this book focuses primarily on surnames of the British Isles. It covers 75,000 names providing both the rootname and variants, as well as etymology and information on historical usage.

ATLAS


This atlas contains keyed and drawn black and white maps for use with Mitchell's 1990 Guide to Irish Churches and Graveyards. The purpose of the atlas is to locate major geographic administrative divisions: counties, baronies, civil parishes, dioceses, poor law unions and probate districts. The smaller subdivisions can be found in the author's more recent work.
DIRECTORIES


Bentley provides the reader with access to over 7,000 organizations and institutions that can help with genealogical research. Entries include address and telephone numbers, names of officials, editors, librarians, areas of interest, titles of publications, and hours of operation. The five parts of the book cover national organizations, state organizations, ethnic and religious organizations and research centers, special resources, and periodicals and newsletter.


These 13 volumes are valuable tools for the researcher of Irish genealogy. Information includes parentage, birth, honors, orders, offices, public services, politics, marriage, death and burial of every holder of a peerage at the time of publication.


With Angus Baxter's warning to begin your genealogy search from contemporary time back, it is important to have access to national information. Lainhard provides state census information for 44 states. For each, the entries cover the current locations of print copies of the census with a description of what detailed information can be found in each.


Arranged by state, the author provides for each listing the byline, address, research area covered, which papers the column appears in, and the frequency of the column. Also included are some miscellaneous columns that cover specific subjects including: Irish, Heraldry, and Surnames.
INDEXES


The 16 volume set produced by the Allen County Public Library is the result of a huge effort to index the genealogical collection holdings of the library. This is one of the largest collections in the country and is a retrospective index of 2,000 periodicals that cover over 133 years.


The eleventh supplement of a series, this includes 125,000+ citation in more than 105 published passenger and naturalization lists. The lists are alphabetical by passenger and entries include age, port of arrival, year, and a code number that coordinates with a source citation. There is a list of sources indexed.


With the publication of this fifth volume researchers have access to the entirety of the collection, (over 31,000), of the family histories cataloged by the Library of Congress. This volume is divided into three sections, Genealogies Cataloged Since 1986, (8,997); Established Forms of Family Names, (10,000), and Genealogies Converted to Microform Since 1983. The introduction includes information on how to use the collection, warning that some titles can only be found at this Library. There is a list of short bibliographies available free of cost.

MECKLER. ORAL HISTORY INDEX AN INTERNATIONAL DIRECTORY OF ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS. Westport, CT: Meckler, 1990.

This work is an alphabetical index to over 30,000 oral history transcripts held at almost 400 oral history centers. The first section includes an alpha listing by interviewee or group of interviews, with date of interview, keyword description of the subject of the interview and an alpha-numeric code to the appropriate center. The second section lists the alpha-numeric codes and in directory style, information on the oral history centers.
NAMES


The title of this work, written in three sections, explains its intent. Irish First Names provides derivatives and meaning of an extensive list of Celtic first names. Irish Family Names presents in depth historical information on 80 family names along with derivatives. Lastly, Irish Local Names Explained presents the anglicized version of the name, and its original meaning. There is an appendix of Irish root words commonly used.


The contents of this well respected work treat the origins and meanings of Irish surnames. It is a thorough piece, including eight appendices documenting the changes and distortions that history has brought to names. Full color illustrations of Irish family coats of arms make this a welcome source to browse.


Room’s dictionary of Irish place names provides a well organized alphabetical arrangement of geographic place names. It includes a bibliography and appendices which list prefixes and suffixes common in modern names, followed by the Gaelic root and meaning.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES


This bibliography was designed to be a companion piece to the previously mentioned PERiodical Source INDEX. There are 5,400 entries arranged alphabetically each with its PERSI code, keyword, frequency, starting date, who has the title, and the address and ISSN number of the publication. There is a subject index arrangement organized by state, country, family name, or topic of interest.


This bibliography of bibliographies covers a myriad of topics related to
IRELAND, IMPARTICULAR THERE ARE SIX PAGES OF INFORMATION REGARDING GENEALOGY, HERALDRY, FAMILY HISTORY, SURNAMES, WILLS, BIRTHS, DEATHS, FLAGS AND NOBILITY.

SOCIETIES

The Heraldry Society of Ireland (HSI) (Cumann Araltais na h Eireann)
San Elmo Vico Rd. Dorkey Dublin, Ireland

Founded in 1983, this society has 300 members from 17 countries that are interested in Irish heraldry and its tradition. The group encourages Irish clan rallies and offers guidance and research concerning family and place heraldry. The group has a library with holdings of 15,000 on subjects of interest to genealogists.

Irish Genealogical Research Society (IGRS)
c/o The Irish Club 83 Eaton Sq. London SW1 W9AJ, England

Founded in 1936 this group numbers 800 and promotes and encourages the study of Irish genealogy. Actively seeks alternative sources of information to replace those lost in the 1922 fire that ruined the Public Record Office in Dublin. Their library holdings number 5,000. They publish a semiannual newsletter, The Irish Genealogist.

ELECTRONIC GENEALOGY


Bickford reviews six software packages for use on a Macintosh computer: Personal Ancestral File 2.1, Family Events 1.5, MacRoots II 1.6.5, Reunion!, Gene 4.0, and The Life History Disk. Price, performance, and productivity are covered.


This guide to researching online sources reviews methods of electronic research including the Internet, Bulletin Boards, and commercial online services such as CompuServ and Prodigy. Included is a list of genealogical bulletin boards and a floppy disk.


The FamilySearch CD-Rom databases are produces by the Mormon Church. This
book is a user friendly guide to access these CDS: the Ancestral File, the International Genealogical Index, and The Social Security Death Index. The International Genealogical Index is a world wide index of more than forty seven million names of deceased persons. This source is not to be overlooked.


This work, by the founding members of a computer genealogy society, lists and evaluates 155 genealogy software programs. There is plenty of discussion on what to expect from the program, what equipment will be needed, system support, and how-to-do-it information. Above all it is a buying guide with pertinent information on the how much, how to, and what for, questions that researchers will want answered.

Web Sites

The Green Pages  http://www.best.com/~paddynet/bin/db.cgi//home/ftpadmin/root/pub/pa

This web site is found via the Yahoo search engine. Here you will find links to Irish related Internet resources including Irish business web sites, individual home pages, news groups and many genealogy resources. More specifically:

Genealogical Guide to Ireland - based on John Grenham's book Tracing Your Irish Ancestors,
Genealogical Research - Home Page for Genealogical Research in Ireland,
GenWeb - This database index contains links to all known genealogical databases searchable through the World Wide Web.


This site is found via the Alta VISTA search engine. At present, it includes eleven links to sites dealing with Irish genealogical information, including the Irish National Archives and the Irish Family History Society, and The Irish Times.